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1. ABSTRACT AND INTRODUCTION 

It la a pleasure to be able to report substantial progress 
since the Lou Alataos Workshop two years agot A radio-Frequency 
model ef a grating accelerator has been tasted at Cornell, and 
extensive calculations compared with observations. Alternative 
structure* consisting of either hemispherical bumps on a plane, or 
conducting spheres la apace, have also bean rf modeled. The use of 
liquid droplets to form such structures has been proposed and a 
conceptual design studied. Calculations and experlnente have 
examined the effects of surface plasmas, and shown that in this 
case the reflectivity la low. However, calculations and observe-
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tlona suggest that gradients In excess of 1 GcV/meter should be 
obtainable without forming such plasma. An examination of wake 
fields shows that, with Landau damping, these are indepedent of 
wavelength. The use of near field structures to act as high gradi
ent focusing elements has been studied and shows promise, Indepen
dent of the acceleration mechanism. Beamstrahlung in the quantum 
mechanical Holt aha been shown to scale as (DH) / . Finally a 
proposal hao fceea made to establish a facility that vould enable 
"proof of principle experiments" to be performed on thess and other 
laser driven accelerator mechanisms, 

2. ACCELERATING STRUCTURES 
a) Iris loaded tlnac (Fie;, la) 

Although not practical as a lloac for laser wavelengths, the 
Iris loaded linae can serve as a standard for comparison. The SLAC 
structure, for Instance, has a Q of 13,000, and this would scale »a 
the Inverse root of the wavelength (10.S cm). The Iocs parameter 
ki Is 19 volts/plcocouloab/oeter, sealing as the inverse wavelength 
squared. 2he shunt Impedance (r-4k^ Q/<n) Is 56 K ohss/m and this 
scales as the Inverse root of lambda. 
b) Crating (Fig, lb) 

This structure was the first proposed for laser acceleration1, 
and despite earlier difficulties2 has been shown to support noo-
radlatlng (i.e. resonant) accelerating modes. These, however, are 
only present when Cue exciting radiation falls oa the getting from 
the side, and th± resulting fields are'always periodic across the 
grating (i.e. perpendicular to the acceleration). Contrary to the 
Dope expressed in Ref. 3, it has been shown1* chat different trans-
verite periodicities cannot be added to restrict the transverse ex
tent of the fields. The period' Is fixed by the grating pro
file. Thus although the *rfitii„ -̂  suitable for accelerating a 
large number of beams. *. would be very Inefficient for only one. 
e) Gr«r« With Side Walla (Pig;, lc) 

..I-., structure has been studied by H. Pickup at Cornell and is 
aliicussed in a separate contribnties to these proceedings. The 
walla, which need be only of the order of a wavelength high, can be 
pieced at any multiple of half the transverse field periodicity. 
Pickup studied the case where they are one half period apart. 
Leaving aside the question of how such walls could be constructed, 
Hike has shown that the Q, sealed to 10.5 cm, would >e 16,000 (con 
higher than in the iris loaded esse); however the loss parameter fe, 
again scaled, is 1.7 volts/plcocouloab/meter (much lower). One 
must remember, however, that as the wavelength gets smaller the 
loss parameter rises as the square and a high initial value is not 
necessarily desirable, 
d) Inside-Pot lrla-loaded Cavity (Fig. Id) 

firoll has considered the fields that can be formed on the 
outside of a structure which is geonecrleally like a conventional 
llnac. This case can also be thought of as that of a grating in 
which the two sides oave been curled under end joined together. As 
fa the grating ease, non-radiating codes exist and, also as in the 
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Stating ease, these fields mat be periodic transverse to the ac
celeration, I.e., periodic In the azlmuthal angle. In this case. 
The number of periods around the azimuth nay be described by the 
Index m. For «s - 0 there are no solutions, in analogy with the 
Lavaon theorem for the grating case. Re also showed that the a • 1 
case (dtpole) has a field that extends to infinity. For • • 2 
(quadmpole) the fields do fall off but the total energy has a log
arithmic divergence. Only for a * 3 and above are the fields truly 
local, with the structure behaving as a true "open cavity". Kroll 
also considered structures formed of more than one parallel Inside" 
out cavity, each operating in the m - 1 mode. All these cases give 
Insight Into the droplet structures described belov, 
e) Double Row of Droplets (Flu, le) 

An rf model consisting of two copper spheres placed t sen 
two parallel metal plates demonstrated a mode that would t d e r 
ate along the axle between two rows* The spacing between t 
spheres, both along the rows and between them, was A/2, and their 
diameter was approximately 1/3. The measured fields were veil re
presented by the assumption that the spheres ace as oscillating 
dloole radiators with their polarisation directed In towards Che 
axis. The "measured" loss parameter k, scaled to a wavelength of 
10.3 «o, was approximately 2 volts/pC/m, i.e., similar to that for 
the grating esse. However, this case is essentially that of two S 
• 1 loside ott cavities, and the long range fields oust have the a 
• 2 character that, no was pointed out by Kroll, has a divergent 
energy and thus a zero k parameter. In the measurement however, 
and In any practical c/iBe, a cut-off is In fact lopooed either by 
the surroundings or by the pulse length. ThuB despite the diver
gence this may be a useful case* 
0 POUT HOWS of Spheres (Fig. If) 

With four rous of spheres the long range fields are octupole 
(a • 4) and no divergence occurs. Such a mode was also observed 
with the rf model, but the k has not yet been measured, 
g) tews of Bumps (Fig. I K ) 

A second mode observed with two rows of spheres had a symmetry 
plant such that It would also be present over a double row of hemi
spheres on an infinite plane. This then represents a "grating" in 
which no side walls are required. Maximum acceleration In this 
ease occurs along a line over the top of either row of bumps; in 
fact one row could accelerate electrons while the other accelerated 
positrons. The logaritluntc divergence would still be prrssnt in 
this case, but could, if required, be removed by the use of three 
or mora rows of bumps. 
h) Suiter Bumps (Fig, lh) 

Kroll ha$ proposed a case derived from a double row of Ins 1 de-
out Iris cavities (see d above). Each of the Insldc-out cavities 
is excited in s mode o - 2 with left-right syametry and up-down 
antisymmetry. Half of this arrangement is then placed over a plane 
conductor to produce the structure illustrated. The long range 
fields are m » 3 so there Is no divergence, and there Is even a 
neutral axis above the surface with quadrupole focusing fields 
about It. 
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In a l l the above eases we have been discuss ing * nodes In 
Which the f i e l d s la or over success ive l i n e s or droplets axe 
advanced by tha phase >. Such nodes da not radiate energy out , but 
a l i o cannot be excited by any Incoming rad ia t ion . In order to 
couple to external f i e l d s , some perturbation I s needed to the sym
metry. Za eh* grating ease , a l t e r n a t e l i n e s can be made s l i g h t l y 
higher t In the case of two rows of d r o p l e t s , a l ternate droplets 
can be displaced out of the plane ( F i g . 2 ) . In t h i s case the 
angular d i s tr ibut ion of radiation that would be emitted, and thus 
the distr ibut ion of Incoming radiat ion that would be perfect ly 
absorbed, Is shown in Fig. 3 . 

i. THE PRODUCTION OF DROPLET ARRAYS 

Crating structures of almost arb i trary vfaape can now be made 
by a number of mlcro~machlolng t echniques . The structures formed 
from spheres seem at f i r s t a l o t l e s s p r a c t i c a l . However, l iqu id 
Je t s developed (or laic Jet printers and other more exot ic purposes 
can place droplets with remarkable p r e c i s i o n and at low coat* 
Structured formed from such d r o p l e t s , bes ides having some a l e e 
electromagnetic propert ies , would have the advantage of being " d i s 
posable'. Damage caused fy the rad ia t ion or the beam, provided i t 
does nat spo i l the structure during I t s few picoseconds of use , 
need oot be considered. It Is therefore i n t e r e s t i n g , as an as ide , 
to give a conceptual design of a s e c t i o n of a droplet s tructure. 

figure 4a shows a vacuus container with entrance windows, pre
sumably of s a l t , both above and below the beam. On either sideof 
the beaa are the l iquid Jet assemblies oounted on micro-manipula
tors . Pumps are provided to retsove vapor given off from the Mated 
droplets. Figure 4b shows a j e t assembly with f i l t e r and p i ezo 
e l ec tr i c pump. Oa the right and In F i g . 4c I s the j e t array i t 
s e l f . The techniques proposed, and being developed at BNL, are 
extensions of those used l a both some ink Jet printers and masks* 
A al l lean chip Is doped on one s i d e and then an i so troplca l ly etched 
to form the long channel with a t h i n ( c i r c a 2 micron) remaining 
wal l . Through t h t i wall the actual h o l e s are ion etched. 

Me do not yet know how accurate ly drople ts of the required 
s i ze (3 microns) can be placed, but i t l a worth noting that an 
array used In an Ink j e t printer was able to make 13-mlcron j e t s 
with an angular accuracy of 1 m l l l l r a d l s n . If such angular accur
acy could be nalntalned, droplets could be placed to one tenth of a 
micron, which would probably be s u f f i c i e n t . 

U. LOADING AND EFFICIENCY 

The maximum nusber of p a r t i c l e s that can be accelerated l o any 
structure l a set by longitudinal and transverse wakes. As the 
structure g e t s smaller the wake f i e l d s get stronger, but at the 
none tins the stored energy In the f i e l d s decreases . For long i tu 
dinal wakes It has been shown by Wilson that for a given wake 
f ie ld e f fect the Î TCE fraction of the stored energy can be extract 
ed. Independent of wavelength. The s i t u a t i o n for transverse wakes 
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Is more complicated. It was shown by Wilson that A, the wake 
amplitude divided by the initial misalignment. Is given by 

N g z v e 
* • 4V 

where H Is the nuobcr of particles per bunch 
B la the focusing parameter 
I Is the distance along the accelerator 
w Is the wake potential 
e Is the electric charge 
V is the bean energy In electron volts. 

Since v scales ne v - w 0'* i o n e n»lS h t expect the effect to be 
much worse for snail A. but as we nld the situation is more 
conplicsted* 

Without Lendsu damping A grows without Holt as z increases, 
hut with a finite uoaentmt epread between head and tall the driving 
frequency get* out of phase with the tail's transverse betatron os
cillation and the saplltude reaches a naxlatsB value gives by sub
stituting 

c(Landau) - jj^p-

For a we can substitute that value tfeat would extract a given 
fraction i) of the stored rf energy. 

where E a is the accelerating gradient 
It] Is the loss factor for the cavity - k o A 
kg Is a dinensiooless constaot of the cavity geometry. 

For the B wa will assune RFQ focusing as discussed below In Section 
7. Than 

l< B - Bo CX¥/E Ar 

where Bo is a scale Invariant coustant of the cavity and focusing 
geoaetrlM. Ttw focus is stronger for a shorter wavelength because 
the poles at* closer to the axle. 

Substituting, we obtain 
l w o Z 1 

A-i^Vusip 
which Is Independent of X and, incidentally, also oi E a and V, 

Thus we find that both longitudinal and transverse wake con
siderations set a scale independent Unit on the fraction 1 of rf 
energy that can be extracted. In practice this limit Is about 51. 
If only one bunch is accelerated thie seta a bound on the acceler
ator efficiency. With oany bunches removing energy is equilibrium 
with incoming power, however, we know that far higher efficiencies 
can be achieved; even aa high as 80Z. 

The ralsvancc of these remarks arises because a collider prob
ably requires pulses of the order of 1 ma in length, and it Is cer-
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talnly simpler i f they are s ingle , i f a conventional wavelength la 
used thle pula« can only consist of a s i n g l e rf bunch; In the 10 
micron case , however the pulse wi l l contain 100 micro bunchee, each 
with only a sna i l charge, and in these circumstance* much higher 
eff ic iency <eay SOS instead of 51) nay be expected* This nay then 
offset the lover power source e f f i c i ency of a laser compared with a 
klystron or lasartroo (5-10X v E 40-802) . 

5, EEA.MSTPAHI.UHG SCALING 

Hlnel and Siegrfst* have studied the sca l ing of the quantum 
mechanical correct ions to beamstrahlung. Doing the approximation 
that the spectrum remains as In the c l a s s i c a l ca lculat ion up to E -
Eg snd than l a eat off one obtains 6 

6(qnantum veenanlcal) - 6 ( c l a s s i c a l ) » fe"*J • 
c 

l a fact t h i s I s always a conservative estimate* Bare A i s the 
average, f r a c t i o n Of beam energy lost: t o beamtrahlnng, Z l a the 
team aaargy and . 2 

p 2 c a 
where p • radius of curvature In field 

d - buoch length (assumed uniformly filled) 
U • numhir of particles 
r e • classical electron radius r • radius of bunch (assumed uniformly filled). 

Substituting one obtains: u_ 

S r d where D " - dis'option paraaater.. 

The Simplicity of this relation is alnoat startling. If D - 1 is 
chosen to assure, significant self-focusing, AQM < 0,3 to lump the 
energy spread Jess than 10Z,, and if we are in the quantum mechan
ical ragiaa (-£- < 1), then 

n <^ i.2 * io' 
This is a very saall number and though well suited to a laser 
accelerator will not match the large stored energy in cavities 
ualog larger wavelengths, 

6. ACCELERATING FIELD LIMITS 
At the last laser acceleration workshop limits ware shown for 

electrical breakdown and surface heating (Fig, 5). In this ease 
6 
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the surface heating was calculated for pulse lengths equal to the 
filling tine of * copper cavity, and the assumption WAS made (cor
rectly ID title case) that for such relatively long pulses the tem
perature la United by toenail conduction away from the surface. 
But It Is not necessary to use such long pulses If adequate power 
sources are available. For instance a wake field accelerator u a « 
only S single half vcve. In such cases the temperature is found to 
be United by the specific heat of the material? and depends only 
on this and the number of cycles. Kroll has calculated the maxi
mum electric fields over a plane mirror for which the temperatures 
do not exceed 25 s below the Belting point of various materials. 
The results are plotted on Fig. 6, and the limits for a half cycle 
OQ tungsten also indicated on Fig. 5. One sees that for tungsten 
this field is 28.5 GeV/m; an astonishingly high value. For cur
rently available laser pulses of 100 cycles, <:be limit is 1,8 
GeV/a. The shortest pulses that may be possible, using lsotoplc 
gas mixtures, were given as about 10 cycles, which would give 
fields of 5.6 GeV/n. Note that the accelerating field In a real 
structure will be less than these numbers by at least 2, neverthe
less the conclusion Is that very high gradients may be possible 
with a grating accelerator without destroying the surfaces. 

A check on the above calculation Is provided by an experlmeo-
tal observation by Corkua that a gold mirror was not visibly 
damaged by a 3 picosecond pulse with the order of .5 tcrawatts per 
cm , corresponding to fields of about 4 CeV/m. This field Is even 
higher Chan Che tungsten calculation (1.8) and may Indicate chat 
melting for these very short times does not damage; it may be the 
boiling point that is relevant. It must also be pointed out that 
the measurement was very prelimln?fv. 

It had been hoped by this reporter that efficient acceleration 
would occur with these structures even when the fields wete such as 
to form a surface plasma and subsequently destroy the surface al
together. Another observation of Cortun's is discoursing to this 
hope. At least at a field level of 100 terawatts/cm , correspond
ing to 60 GeV/m, he found that only 3DZ of the Incoming light was 
reflected by a plane mirror. Ken Lee also presented a theoretical 
calculation that also predicted relatively large losaes when a sur
face plasma is present. Such high absorption Implies that the 
resonant structures we have been discussing would cot work. There 
may of course be an intermediate field region above the melting 
point limit but below the field needed to produce a plasma, which 
would destroy the structure but still be suitable for a resonant 
structure. It should also be noted that acceleration cin, In prin
ciple, still be obtained in non-resonant structures even when the 
lOBses are high. More experiments are required. 

The conclusion at this point Is that while the very high 
fields that produce plasmas will not be suitable for resonant 
structures, yet the fields that do not produce plasmas, and do not 
even visibly damage the surfaces, are very high (providing well 
above 1 GeV/m acceleration). For a high energy physics accelerator 
It may well not be necessary to go above such limits. For focusing 
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however, higher fields may be desirable, but then an efficient 
resonant structure le not Important. 

7„ FOCUSIKC STRUCTURES 

Several people at the workshop started Independently thinking 
of the use of these laser mechanisms as focusing elements* Already 
at the Prascatl Conference the importance of focusing was emerging. 
The beaa, and thus the wall plug, power needed to run a high lumin
osity, high energy collider can be very high, even prohibitively 
high. This power can be lowered if the beans can be brought to a 
finer fecus at the collision point. In order to do this one needs 
higher gradient focusing cleoents. 

We have been discussing structures that mxjht, given short 
enough laser puliec or .lllowing plssaa production, achieve average 
acceleration of the oroer of S GeV/n. Many of these structures 
would also provide quadrupole focusing average fields of the same 
order of magnitude at the "pole tips" only a few microns from the 
axes. The deflecting magnetic field corresponding to 5 GeV/n is 15 
Tesla or 150 tC. This is a very high field, and when combined with 
the small aperture would provide quadruple gradients equivalent to 
5 million Tesla/aeter. This is about 3 orders of magnitude higher 
than about the snallest conventional quadrapole magnet one can 
think of. The beta that can be produced at a focus goes as the in
verse root of the gradient. The bead power goes linearly as tlie 
beta. lo these high field structures offer the possibility of re
ducing the bea= power by noi-e than one order of magnitude. 

We now review sons possible focusing structures; 
a) Slnple grating 
If the phase of the particles with respect to the fields is 

set far zero acceleration, then the particles see 8 deflection 
field combined with a quadrupole focusing field. In the last work
shop it was proposed that the deflecting field could be corrected 
by s flied magnet but at this workshop. Pickup has shown that if 
the grating azlouthal positions with respect to the beam are rota
ted, then strong focusing is obtained without excessive undulation 
of the beam (Pig. 7a). 

b) Double row of droplets (Fig. 7b) 
As In the grating case the field along the axis for off phase 

particles is a quadrupole, only this time there Is no dlpole to 
cause deflection. In this case there Is of course also accelera
tion for the other phase. 

c) Four rows of droplets (Fig. 7c) 
The accelerating code discussed In Section 2 (Fig. If) con

tains no quadrupole fields, but another mode that can be excited In 
the sane structure (Fig. 7c) does uave such fields. This mode does 
not have acceleration. If a mixture of acceleration and focusing 
is required, one would alterate the modes between the two. 

d) Super bumps (Fig. 7d) 
The s lap le bunp structures of Fig . ig w i l l , as in the grating 

case, have a combination of focusing and de f l ec t i on . The super 
bunp case (Fig- lb) however, quadrupole focusing, no d e f l e c t i o n , 
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and thus a true stable orbit. It nay not he quite ao good as the 
droplets elnec th3 essential one sldednees of the structure will 
always introduce sextupoles or some other up-down symmetry. 

At the workshop various calculations of the effect of these 
fields were made by M. Pickup and K. Fenww. It was shown, for 
Instance, chat with any of the above etroetorea giving gradients of 
5 nillloo Tesla per meter, and with e phase 10" from maximum accel
eration, Chen et S TeV the beta in the structure would be only .3$ 
a. This la very small compared with that (100 n) In the SLC. 

A very simple conceptual design of a final focus was worked 
out by J, dans (Fig. 8). In this example the square root of che 
products of the initial bete end the beta *t the Intersection were 
6.5 and 21 en In the horizontal and vertical directions. It Is 
reasonable to suppose that a more complicated design, symmetrical 
in the two directions, would have a value for this produce of about 
15 ca. This In tun implies that a final beta of 1 am would 
involve maximum betas of the Older of 112.5 m. If the invariant 
enlttenee £ 10" , than the aaxlaua bees size would be £ 1»5 urn, 
which would fit In the structure. We conclude therefore that this 
super high gradient RPQ focusing could give final betas of the 
order of 1 m : at least 10 times nailer than hy conventional 

Pickup and Pemow checked Chat the synchrotron radiation with 
these high gradients was not a aroblca, 

dE/d* « I.S i < r 1 5 i 4 -

>2 1)6 
A - (n »h)k -

Vlth an Invariant ealttance of 10 the Iocs per meter la the 
accelerator (B-.36 a) at 5 TeV is only ,04 HeV/n. 

At the final focus Just described the total loss would be only 
200 MeV, 

8. A POSSIBLE EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY 

There was discussion within che group of the desirability and 
design of a facility where proof of principle experiments could be 
carried out. it was agreed that there was much work that could and 
should be done without a real tost beats but chat the difficulties 
•Dd long time needed to design and . _i.ld such a facility justified 
going ahead now with such a proposal. 

The facility should provide a test beam with of about 10 
particles focused to a spot of the order of one micron dlaneter, 
with a beta of at least 1 em, a moeaiatum spread of less than 1 KeV, 
and a pulse length of lees than 2 as. Such, a specification demands 
• very high brightness beam, la principle this could be provided 
at any cooling electron storage r*ag of the order of 1 GeV, Vu~ In 
practice It seems likely that the SLAC source and cooling ring nay 
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will be the only such source thot would fee accessible for this 
work. A poislble location of che experiment would be at the one 
third point Where an extraction port and tunnel do now exist. 

The second requirement for the experiment would be a laeer 
capable of amplifying 3-6 picosecond pulses and delivering about 
100 nJ. Thie specification is essentially that already deiMr 
strated by the high pressure COj laser at ARC (Ottawa, Canada)* 

Finally, and non-trivlally, one requires a mechanical to eyn-
chronlxe the bean pulse with the laser* Two Fchenes were studied 
at the workshop, in the flrat (Fig. 9a, Pellegrini, Slater) the 
electron beam is used in a FEL to amplify a short section of a much 
longer pulse from a low power atmospheric pressure laser. This 
short and synchronized section Is then further amplified in a high 
pressure amplifier and finally brought down to accelerate parti
cles. In the second (Pig. 9b, Fornow, Bimel, Cork.ua) the initial 
high intensity bean is passed through s gas Cerenkov and the light 
fraa this is focused onto a semiconductor "switch" used to cut a 
short sect ion out of a larger CO2 laser pulse. Both schemes seemed 
possible bat require further study. 

Due to the delays Involved tn these processes the light will 
be used not to accelerate the tame pulse of electrons, but a second 
pulse will be extracted from the sane cooling ring. 

Sose preliminary considerations: w e n given to the design of 
both the collimator (Hlnel) and Che spectrometer (Baggett). The 
collimator vlll require very aaall gaps and It was ashed if scat
tering la the Jans of these gaps would give a "fuzzy" edge* An EGS 
calculation was quoted Indicating that such "fuzzlnees" should be 
only a few microns and thus present no problem. The spectrometer, 
it was suggested would observe both vertical deflection and energy 
change. A conceptual design with s two dimensional (possibly solid 
state) array readout was suggested. 

With such a spectrometer different phases between beam and 
laser would generate a combination of deflections and acceleration 
sueh as to font a hollow ellipse 00 the array (Fig. 10). 

9- OTHER WORK TO BE DONE (Goldstone) 

It 1* clear that the despite the! great progress since the last 
workshop, m c h work reaalna to be done. In general qualitative 
understandings need developing to quantitative knowledge. 
a) Palarltons (Corkum) 

More study is needed on polaritons. These are surface fields 
that can exist over any plans dielectric or conducting surface in 
the presence of a complex dielectric constant. These fields con 
contain accelerating components und, since '"nw are slow waves, 
can couple to retativistic particles when at an angle to them. 
They can be excited by slight surface ripples at l X periodicitj 
b) Structures 

(tore study Is needed of bunp grating structures, we know the 
general concept but have not begun to Identify the optimal struc
tures. Study is needed on dielectric structures for a water drop
let or solid grating accelerator. 
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e) Coupling 
Hate work 1B needed on the coupling mechsnisas Including effi

ciency and tolerance studies. 
d) Hamas 

Hot only 1B the onset of plasmas not yet known but the mecnen-
In and effect of the observed losses 1* not ret understood. Huch 
work Is needed If gradients In the 10 GeV/m are to be attempted. 
e) Experiments 

In connection with the proof-of~prindple experiment described 
above, we will need many new diagnostics: 

1) Beam position end shape monitors operating on the 1 micron 
scale: silicon etrlp detectors, scintillating thin layerst film, etc. 

2) Structure position and shape monitors: flash TV, electron 
microscopy. 

3) Energy flow observation: measurement of reflected and 
scattered light, from the structures* 

4) Wave front monitoring: measurements by ioterferoaetry* 
5} Smith-Pureell check: measurement of light emitted by beam 

passing over structures. 
f) Accelerator Optimisation 

Studies are needed on the overall optimization not only of the 
10 TeV, 10 machine discussed hare but also of rare modest 
stepping stone designs such as a 20Q + 200 GsV, 10 aacttine. 
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